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Op Amp Applications Handbook (Analog Devices Series)Newnes, 2004
Op Amp Applications Handbook is another book on the operational amplifi er, or op amp. As the name
implies, it covers the application of op amps, but does so on a broader scope. Thus it would be incorrect to
assume that this book is simply a large collection of app notes on various devices, as it is far more than that.
Any IC...

		

Starting Electronics, Third EditionNewnes, 2004
A practical how-to guide to electronics construction and the design of simple circuits

Starting Electronics is unrivalled as a highly practical introduction for hobbyists, students and technicians. Keith Brindley introduces readers to the functions of the main component types, their uses, and the basic principles of building and...

		

Open-Source Robotics and Process Control Cookbook : Designing and Building Robust, Dependable Real-time SystemsNewnes, 2004
In this practical reference, popular author Lewin Edwards shows how to develop robust, dependable real-time systems for robotics and other control applications, using open-source tools. It demonstrates efficient and low-cost embedded hardware and software design techniques, based on Linux as the development platform and operating system and the...





		

The Circuit Designer's Companion, Second EditionNewnes, 2004
A unique masterclass in the design of optimized, reliable electronic circuits
 Beyond the lab  a guide to electronic design for production, where cost-effective design is imperative 
 Tips and know-how provide a whole education for the novice, with something to offer the most seasoned professional 

Tim Williams' Circuit...

		

Practical Troubleshooting of Electrical Equipment and Control Circuits (Practical Professional Books from Elsevier)Newnes, 2004
There is a large gap between what you learn in college and the practical knowhow demanded in the working environment, running and maintaining electrical equipment and control circuits. Practical Troubleshooting Of Electrical Equipment and Control Circuits focuses on the hands-on knowledge and rules-of-thumb that will help engineers and employers by...

		

Sensor Technology HandbookNewnes, 2004
The first decade of the 21st century has been labeled by some as the “Sensor Decade.”
With a dramatic increase in sensor R&D and applications over the past 15 years, sensors
are certainly poised on the brink of a revolution similar to that experienced in
microcomputers in the 1980s. Just in automobiles alone, sensing...





		

Video Demystified, Fourth Edition (Demystifying Technology)Newnes, 2004
This international bestseller and essential reference is the "bible" for digital video engineers and programmers worldwide. This is by far the most informative analog and digital video reference available, includes the hottest new trends and cutting-edge developments in the field.

Video Demystified, Fourth Edition is a...

		

Practical Modern SCADA Protocols: DNP3, 60870.5 and Related Systems (IDC Technology)Newnes, 2004
This is a comprehensive book covering the essentials of SCADA communication systems focusing on
DNP3 and the other new developments in this area. It commences with a brief review of the
fundamentals of SCADA systems hardware, software and the typical communications systems (such
as RS-232, RS-485, Ethernet and TCP/IP) that connect...

		

Implementing 802.11, 802.16, and 802.20 Wireless Networks: Planning, Troubleshooting, and OperationsNewnes, 2004

	For nearly a century, voice communications networks have been king of the hill. The growth of the Internet in the 1990’s has given rise to the need for data communications networks that are as well developed and flexible as the voice networks that are currently in place. Broadband connectivity has become available in certain places...






		

Co-verification of Hardware and Software for ARM SoC Design (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2004
This book is the first to document and teach important information about the verification technique known as hardware/software co-verification. Traditional embedded system design has evolved into single chip designs that are pushing past 1M logic gates and headed toward 10M gates. In this era of SoC design, chips now include microprocessors and...

		

Practical Industrial Data Networks: Design, Installation and Troubleshooting (IDC Technology)Newnes, 2003
This is a comprehensive book covering the essentials of troubleshooting and problem solving of
industrial data communications systems including areas such as RS-232, RS-485, industrial protocols
such as Modbus, fiber optics, industrial Ethernet, TCP/IP, DeviceNet and Fieldbus protocols such as
Profibus and Foundation Fieldbus. It can...

		

Mathematics for Electrical Engineering and ComputingNewnes, 2003
Mathematics for Electrical Engineering and Computing embraces many applications of modern mathematics, such as Boolean Algebra and Sets and Functions, and also teaches both discrete and continuous systems - particularly vital for Digital Signal Processing (DSP). In addition, as most modern engineers are required to study software,...
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